Precision spectroscopy has been the driving force for progress of our physical understanding and still is a promising tool for the investigation of new physics. Molecules offer transitions which allow tests that are not possible in atomic systems. However, usually precision spectroscopy of molecules is challenging due to the lack of cycling transitions for state preparation and state detection. For molecular ions, this obstacle can be overcome by quantum logic spectroscopy, where dissipation for state preparation and detection is provided by a co-trapped atomic ion exploiting the shared eigenstates of motion. Here, we propose a full quantum logic spectroscopy scheme for molecular oxygen ions and theoretically investigate the feasibility of quantum logic assisted state detection and preparation. Furthermore, we provide coupling rates for a direct single-photon quadrupole excitation of a vibrational overtone transition that can serve as a sensitive transition for tests of a possible variation of the proton-to-electron mass ratio.
Introduction
Recent progress in the remote control of single molecular ions via quantum logic [1, 2, 3, 4] opens the door for a novel class of high precision molecular spectroscopy experiments. In particular, the fact that molecules offer transitions that only involve a change in the state of the relative motion of the nuclei distinguishes them from atomic systems. Combined with the control via quantum logic, that enabled the currently most accurate optical clock [5] , hybrid systems consisting of trapped atomic and molecular ions form a platform capable of achieving unprecedented accuracy for the spectroscopy of molecules. Possible applications range from the search for new types of interactions that are not described by the standard model [6] , for example fifth force tests [7] , to tests for a possible variation of fundamental constants, in particular the proton-to-electron mass ratio µ = m p /m e [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Current bounds on a possible variation of µ are derived from frequency comparisons between hyperfine states of cesium and an optical clock transition. In these experiments the sensitivity to µ is provided by the cesium clock. However, in order to relate the hyperfine transition frequency in cesium to the proton-to-electron mass ratio, assumptions on the dependence of the proton mass to the magnetic moment of the nucleus have to be made. Therefore, these tests cannot claim to be model independent [13] . The most stringent bounds using these assumptions are d dt ln µ = 0.2(1.1) × 10 −16 year −1 [14] and d dt ln µ = 0.5(1.6) × 10 −16 year −1 [15] . On the other hand, the dependence of molecular rotational and vibrational structure on µ relies on very basic principles that can be verified experimentally by isotope shift spectroscopy. Therefore, these tests for variation of µ are often referred to as 'model-independent ' . The most stringent model-independent bound for a variation of µ is 0.3 ± 1.0 × 10 −14 year −1 and was set by spectroscopy on KRb-molecules [16] . An interesting candidate for improving this bound is the oxygen molecular ion [10, 17, 11] . As a homonuclear molecule, it provides narrow transitions, since rotational and vibrational excitations are dipole forbidden. Furthermore, the most abundant isotope 16 O does not have nuclear spin, which simplifies the electronic level structure. These features suggest the oxygen molecular ion also as an interesting candidate as a quantum memory for quantum information processing [18] . However, control over the internal states of molecular ions is in general a challenge due to the lack of cycling transitions, which hinders state preparation and state detection. As a consequence, previous spectroscopy of molecular ions was restricted in fractional precision to the 10 −9 range for vibrational transitions [19, 20] and to the 10 −10 range for rotational transitions [21] . A technique that eliminates these obstacles and has the potential to outperform previous experiments is quantum logic spectroscopy. Quantum logic spectroscopy of molecular ions has been proposed already more than ten years ago [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and first implementations of quantum-logic assisted state detection [1, 2, 3] and state preparation [2] were reported recently. The quantum logic approach relies on supporting the molecular spectroscopy ion with a co-trapped atomic logic ion. The logic ion provides a transition for laser cooling and state manipulation, as well as state detection. The Coulomb interaction strongly couples the individual motional modes to shared eigenstates of motion, which allows reducing the kinetic energy of both ions by only applying cooling to the logic ion. Furthermore, the shared motional states can be used to transfer information on the internal state of the spectroscopy ion to the logic ion, where it can be read out efficiently.
Here, we propose a quantum logic protocol for spectroscopy of molecular oxygen ions that can be implemented with current state-of-the-art experimental setups. The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 an overview of the relevant physical properties and electronic structure of molecular oxygen is given. This also includes an estimation of the sensitivity of overtone spectroscopy to a possible variation of µ. The next section deals with the proposed experimental sequence. The following sections provide further details on different steps that are required for the proposed spectroscopic scheme. Section 4 deals with the initial preparation of the two ion crystal, section 5 introduces the proposed quantum logic schemes for internal state preparation and detection and the interrogation of a vibrational overtone is discussed in section 6. In the last section the main findings are summarized. 16 figure 1 (a)). In consequence, the electron spin S and orbital angular momentum L are quantized with respect to the internuclear axis. The molecular oxygen ion has a single unpaired electron, therefore the total spin in the electronic ground state is S = 1/2 with a projection Σ = ±1/2 along the internuclear axis. The projection of the electronic angular momentum on the internuclear axis is Λ = 1. Spin-orbit interaction couples Σ and Λ to the total angular momentum Ω, which results in two fine structure components |Ω| = 1/2 and |Ω| = 3/2 for the electronic ground state. The ambiguity in the sign of Ω gives rise to two degenerate states of opposite parity whose degeneracy is lifted by coupling to excited Σ-states which results in the so-called Λ-splitting. In the case of homonuclear oxygen molecules with vanishing nuclear spin, the nuclei have to follow Bose-Einstein statistics, therefore only states that are symmetric under inversion of the nuclei are allowed and the Λ-splitting is only visible as a relative shift between the energy levels [29] . In terms of the molecular term symbols the ground states are labelled X 2 Π |Ω| . Apart from the electronic ground state, we consider only a single excited state A 2 Π |Ω| , which follows Hund's coupling case (b) [30] . Coupling to other states is not considered here, because all other states are either energetically far separated from the ground state, or have a different multiplicity and therefore do not couple to the ground state via strong electric dipole transitions. Figure 1 (a) shows the relevant quantum numbers and subfigure (b) the reduced level scheme. The energy eigenvalues for the X 2 Π and A 2 Π state can be inferred from the spectroscopic constants listed in table 1. The energy levels are expressed by
Level scheme and physical properties of
where T e is the energy of the molecular potential minimum, T rv is the ro-vibrational energy for total angular momentum quantum number J and vibrational quantum number ν, T so is the spin-orbit energy, that gives rise to the fine structure splitting.
The substructure due to Zeeman interaction with an external magnetic field is given by T Zeeman , where m J is the projection quantum number for the total angular momentum J with respect to the magnetic field quantization axis. T Λ is the energy shift from Λ-doubling. The ro-vibrational energies can be expressed in terms of a Dunham expansion with Dunham coefficients Y ij , which were experimentally determined for example by Prasad et al. [31] . The values are summarized in table 1. The corresponding ro-vibrational energy is given by
In a similar fashion, the fine structure splitting can also be expressed in a Dunham-like expression by
Experimental values for X k were determined by Coxon and Haley [29] . We would like to note that there are alternative sources for the ro-vibrational as well as the spin-orbit Dunham coefficients that provide either only theoretical values or slightly less accurate experimental values. An overview can be found in reference [32] and reference [33] . Most of the reported results agree with the data from Prasad et al. [31] and Coxon and Haley [29] within the experimental uncertainties.
The energy shift due to the Λ-doubling can be quantified by the p and q parameters and reads [34] 
where A is the spin-orbit coupling constant and B ν the rotational constant in the vibrational state ν. The Zeeman effect lifts the degeneracy of the different total angular momentum projection states, labelled by m J . The corresponding energy shift for a magnetic field B is given by [35] (see also Appendix B)
with g L , g S and g r the angular momentum, electron spin and rotational g-factor, respectively. The J-dependence of the energy splitting between subsequent m J states due to the Zeeman shift will later be used to experimentally determine the J-state of the molecule. In the following, we will use g L = 1 and g s = 2.002, which results in a Zeeman splitting of
and
cT Zeeman (Ω = 1/2) = 7 J(J + 1)
B kHz/mT (7) Note, that we use the free electron's g-factor which might differ from the bound electron's g-factor in oxygen. Furthermore, we neglect effects from the rotational gfactor. Therefore, in particular our estimates for the Zeeman splitting in the Ω = 1/2 fine structure state demands experimental verification or a more detailed theoretical investigation. Theoretical values for the rotational Zeeman g-factor were only published for the ro-vibrational ground state in the Ω = 1/2 fine structure manifold (g r (Ω = J = 1/2, ν = 0) = 3.06 × 10 −5 ) [11] . Figure 1 (b) shows the reduced energy level scheme for the energetically lowest states and also provides orders of magnitudes for the involved energy splittings. 
Sensitivity of ro-vibrational transitions to the proton-to-electron mass ratio
The sensitivity of ro-vibrational transitions to a possible variation of the proton-toelectron mass ratio can be estimated using the isotopic dependence of the Dunham coefficients Y ij on the reduced mass M of the nuclei [35, 36] . This dependence can be approximated by [31] and were experimentally obtained via Fourier transform emission spectroscopy. X are the Dunham-like parameters for the spin-orbit coupling from reference [29] . All coefficient are given in cm −1 [29] with a nuclear mass-independent term U ij =Ũ ij m i/2+j e . This expression only holds within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. A more accurate description can be found in reference [36, 37] . In order to quantify an enhancement, we define the enhancement factor
such that dω
We can infer the transition frequency for a ro-vibrational transition (ν, J) → (ν , J ) from equation 2 and find
Assuming that the initial state is J = 1/2 and ν = 0 we can express the enhancement factor for an overtone transition, where ∆J = ±1 and therefore J = 3/2 as
and for a transition, with ∆J = 2 and thus J = 5/2 as
It should be noted that the enhancement factor alone does not provide a good criterion to identify a suitable transition for measuring a possible variation of µ. As can be seen from figure 2 (a), the absolute value of the enhancement factor decreases with increasing order of overtone. However, transitions with larger energy separation provide a larger Q-factor and therefore improved statistical uncertainty. Assuming a Fourierlimited interrogation with Ramsey dark time τ , the time it takes to average quantum projection noise for a single molecule to a resolution of dµ/µ 0 can be estimated by
Figure 2 (b) shows the minimum averaging time T to resolve a change of µ on the order of dµ/µ = 10 −16 with an assumed interrogation time of τ = 300 ms. The larger enhancement factor for lower order vibrational transitions is overcompensated by the loss in statistical uncertainty due to quantum projection noise, which suggests to aim for spectroscopy of higher overtones. We show later that especially the suppression of laser coupling for higher overtones shows an opposite trend and necessitates a compromise that will depend on the details of the experimental implementation. 
Experimental sequence
The proposed setup involves a single molecular 16 O + 2 ion trapped together with an atomic logic ion in a linear Paul trap. The logic ion provides a suitable optical transition for laser cooling and two long-lived states separated by an energy E qu = ω qu . These states form a qubit that can be used to store quantum information. It can either be manipulated by laser or radio frequency interaction and can be read out using electron shelving [38] . Due to the strong Coulomb repulsion between the ions, the eigenmodes of their motion involve movement of both ions and can therefore be considered as a shared quantum state. Typical trapping frequencies ω m,i are between a few hundred kilohertz and a few megahertz. In the following, we will only consider a single motional mode along the axial direction which is sufficient for the proposed experiment and refer to its frequency as ω m . In the resolved sideband regime, quantum control over the motional degree can be obtained by applying laser pulses that are detuned from the qubit transition, coupling the internal and external degrees of freedom. These so-called red and blue sideband transitions excite the qubit and add or remove a quantum of motion, respectively. They are addressed by tuning the laser such that it bridges an energy of (ω qu ± ω m ). These control capabilities allow ground state cooling [39, 40, 41] of the two-ion crystal and detection of motional excitation [42, 43, 44, 45] . In order to implement quantum logic routines between the atomic and the molecular ion an additional interaction is required, which couples the molecules internal state to the motion. Here, we suggest coupling Zeeman states in the molecule to the motion by a far-detuned Raman laser [2] and implement a state dependent oscillating force (see section 5 for further detail). These features form the basic ingredient for the proposed experimental sequence.
A summary of the proposed experiment is shown in figure 3 in form of a flow chart. After preparation of the two-ion crystal (section 4), the rotational and fine structure state of the 16 O + 2 ion is probed in a quantum-logic protocol (see section 5.3). If the ion is loaded with the wrong internal state, the two ion crystal is dumped and a new crystal is prepared. If the oxygen ion is in the correct initial ro-vibrational state, the sequence proceeds with quantum logic-assisted preparation of the Zeeman state (see section 5.1), concluding initial state preparation for spectroscopy. Different excitation schemes for interrogating the target transition are discussed in section 6. Finally, the internal state of the oxygen ion is again probed via quantum logic to determine if the interrogation was successful. In case of successful depletion of the initial state, the population in the final state can also be checked by the quantum logic protocol as a cross-check.
Preparation of the two-ion crystal
The initial step of the experiment is the preparation of a two-ion Coulomb crystal and ro-vibrational state initialization of the oxygen molecular ion. We propose to prepare the molecular ion in the electronic and ro-vibrational groundstate in the Ω = 3/2 fine structure manifold. The larger Zeeman shift in the Ω = 3/2 state simplifies state Figure 3 . Flowchart for the experimental sequence discrimination but also poses a challenge for precision spectroscopy due to its large electronic linear Zeeman shift. Therefore, it is advisable to switch to the Ω = 1/2 state for the final precision spectroscopy experiment when internal state manipulation and detection are well under control. The techniques described in the following are applicable to both, the Ω = 3/2 and Ω = 1/2 manifolds.
First, the logic ion is loaded. Here, we consider well-developed logic ion species such as 25 Mg + or 40 Ca + due to the convenient charge-to-mass ratio with respect to 16 O + 2 . Lamb-Dicke Parameters and trapping frequencies for both combinations and convenient trap parameters are listed in table 2. Both logic ion species can be loaded via pulsed laser ablation loading, followed by resonant photo-ionization in the center of a linear Paul trap [46, 47, 48, 49] . This process typically takes on the order of a few seconds. Afterwards, the 16 O + 2 ion is loaded from a supersonic molecular beam [50] of neutral molecular oxygen. The molecules in the beam are ionized in the trapping region by a 2+1 REMPI (resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization) process using a pulsed UV Laser at around 300 nm. The resonant two-photon transition involved in the ionization process and the good Frank-Condon overlap between the excited Rydberg state and the ionic state allows to select the vibrational state of the molecular ion and restrict the number of possibly occupied angular momentum states [51, 52, 17] .
The investigation of state-selective ionization for oxygen from a cold supersonic beam is ongoing research in our group. State-selective ionization of molecules [53] and subsequent loading into an ion trap [54, 55] has already successfully been demonstrated for nitrogen molecules. There, the final rotational state distribution was verified with light induced charge transfer (LICT).
To verify successful state-selective ionization, the next step in the initialization procedure is a non-destructive measurement of the J state as described in subsection 5.3. Depending on the outcome of the state detection, the two-ion crystal is either dumped and the loading sequence starts again, or the experimental sequence proceeds with quantum logic-assisted Zeeman state pumping as described in the following section.
The duty cycle can be further increased by actively preparing the initial J instead of dumping the molecules in unwanted J states. Schemes for active molecular state preparation using optical frequency comb-driven Raman sideband transitions between rotational states and dissipation via simultaneous sideband cooling on the logic ion have been proposed [25, 24] and the demonstration of key techniques for their implementation have been reported recently [56, 4] . Other successfully implemented rotational state preparation schemes that rely either on nearly diagonal Franck-Condon factors [57] , vibrational state decay and blackbody radiation induced rotational transitions [58, 59] are not applicable to oxygen. 
Quantum logic with molecular oxygen
Having the 16 O + 2 ion trapped simultaneously with the atomic logic ion forms the starting point for quantum logic operations. Here, we propose to exploit quantum logic techniques for state preparation and state detection using a far detuned continuous wave Raman laser setup as already demonstrated by Chou et al. [2] for manipulation of 40 CaH + .
Quantum logic using a far detuned Raman laser
Two states, energetically separated by δ R can be coupled via an excited state in a twophoton Raman process. The Raman transition is driven by two lasers with frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 and relative detuning of δ R = ω 1 −ω 2 . A detuning of the individual lasers with respect to the excited states suppresses off-resonant scattering, which is the major cause of decoherence in the process [60] . In molecular ions, spontaneous decay is particularly undesired since it is very likely to change the vibrational and rotational state of the ion. A sketch of a laser setup and a reduced level scheme for a Raman transition is shown in figure 4 . The Hamiltonian for Raman coupling between two states |φ and |ψ via multiple excited states |ξ is given by
where ψ Ω
ξ is the single-photon Rabi frequency between |ψ and |ξ . The two terms in the sum correspond to the rotating and counter-rotating terms, which both need to be considered for large detuning. For very large detuning ∆ ω 1,2 and a Raman coupling between two states of the same electronic-vibrational stateφ, expression (18) can be rewritten as
where we neglected the rotational splitting due to the large overall detuning. S ev and S rot are the vibrational-electronic and rotational part of the single photon dipole Rabi frequency. According to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the molecular wave function |φ = |φ |φ was separated into a radial |φ and an angular part |φ , and analogously for |ψ = |ψ |ψ . Further detail is given in Appendix C.
Here, we consider coupling of neighbouring Zeeman states on the first order sideband transition, where each quantum added in the Zeeman manifold adds or removes a single quantum of motion. Due to angular momentum conservation, this particular coupling requires a combination of a π-and a σ-polarized Raman beam. Evaluating the rotational couplings in the Rabi frequency, it turns out that under the assumption that the splitting between the rotational P (∆J = −1), Q (∆J = 0) and R (∆J = 1) branch is not resolved, coupling between Zeeman states m J = −1/2 ↔ m J = 1/2 is suppressed. Figure 5 illustrates this for the example of the J = 3/2 state. state cooling [39, 40, 41] of the in-phase axial motional mode. Then, a Raman sideband drive is applied that couples neighboring Zeeman states and adds a phonon of motion for each quantum added in the Zeeman degree of freedom. Simultaneous sideband cooling on the logic ion provides a dissipation channel and breaks time inversion symmetry resulting in the molecule being pumped into a Zeeman edge state, as illustrated in figure 5 (a). The Raman laser used for the Zeeman state preparation should be far offresonant to avoid Raman scattering that would change the J state [1] . The direction of pumping is determined by the choice of polarization of the Raman beams (σ and π). In order to drive all transitions resonantly, relative ac-Stark shifts have to be suppressed, which can be achieved by choosing the power in the σ-polarized beam to be twice the power in the π-beam [2] . Figure 5(b) shows the angular part of the coupling rates between the individual m J states. It shows that a change of the sign of m j is suppressed for the chosen type of coupling. Depending on the initial m J state, the molecule is either pumped into the edge state m J = ±J or into state m J = ±1/2. The state detection method, described in section 5.3 allows to distinguish these two states. In case the ion is found in the wrong manifold, resonant radio-frequency coupling can be used to invert the sign of m J [61] . Table 3 provides the Lamb-Dicke parameters for the axial motional modes for interaction with laser radiation at 532 nm. Therefore, the sketched states are no eigenstates of the system. For large detuning the structure is not resolved and an arbitrary basis can be chosen. However, for near resonant Raman coupling, the angular momentum coupling in the excited state has to be taken into account. (b) angular components of the couplings from the different branches assuming equal contributions from counter-and co-rotating terms. It can be seen that the coupling that changes the sign of m J is suppressed as depicted in subfigure (c).
Preparation of Zeeman states

State detection
Extending the previous theoretical description of Raman coupling in the molecular ion, we propose in the following a new quantum logic scheme for the detection of the angular momentum state J of the molecular ion directly after loading 16 O + 2 and after probing the spectroscopy transition (see figure 3 ]. It is based on resolving the state-dependent Zeeman splitting and therefore very similar to the scheme demonstrated by Chou et al. [2] , where state-dependent splitting due to the coupling between the rotation and the nuclear spin was used in order to detect the rotational state. However, we extend the scheme by suggesting a bichromatic drive, that allows to amplify the state detection signal which is in particular important if single-shot readout of the logic ion is technically not possible. Similar to the optical pumping scheme, we propose to use a combination of a π-polarized and a σ-polarized Raman laser beam to drive transitions between neighboring Zeeman substates. As described previously, coupling of states with different sign of m J is suppressed. Therefore, the state J = 3/2 is the first non-trivial state to be considered that can also be used to illustrate the detection mechanism. The only Raman coupling for J = 3/2 is between |m J | = 3/2 and |m J | = 1/2, where the m J have the same sign. Without loss of generality, we can therefore only consider the Zeeman substates with positive sign. In consequence, the system is described by a qubit, |1/2 and |3/2 . After sideband cooling on the logic ion, we can use the far-detuned Raman laser to drive the red sideband and blue sideband transition between the Zeeman qubit states simultaneously. In this scenario, the phase of the bichromatic drive can be chosen such that a Schrödinger cat state (see appendix Appendix D), |ψ SC = |+ |α ±|− |−α , is produced, where |± = (|1/2 ± |3/2 )/ √ 2 and |±α denotes a coherent state with complex amplitude ±α. The sign between the two parts of the wave function of the Schrödinger cat state is determined by the initial state. By detecting the depletion of motional ground state due to the emergence of the Schrödinger cat state, the successful drive of the transition can be detected on the logic ion [43, 62] . Since the transition frequency depends on the molecule's J state, the motional excitation can be used as an indicator for the molecule's internal state. An important feature of the scheme is that the motional ground state can be depleted irrespective of the initial Zeeman state, albeit not necessarily all the way to zero.
For J > 3/2, the produced state is no longer an exact Schrödinger cat state. In particular the fact that the coupling between neighboring m J states is not homogeneous, changes the motional dynamics. Still, the bichromatic drive will lead to a reduction of the motional ground state population. In order to avoid a small signal arising from the weakly coupling Zeeman components, quantum logic assisted pumping to the edge states could be applied before detection. Alternatively, the difference in maximum ground state depletion can be used as an indicator for the initial m J state. Figure 7 and figure 8 show the simulated spectrum for a realistic experimental scenario using the QuTiP toolbox for python [63] . The rotational Zeeman effect was neglected due to insufficient knowledge about the g-factor. It can be seen that detection signal from neighbouring lines is easier resolved in Ω = 3/2 due to a larger Zeeman splitting. The rotational Zeeman shift is expected to be much smaller than splitting between lines from different J. Even in Ω = 1/2 the weak Rabi frequencies lead to such narrow lines that the peaks from different J-states are clearly separated. However, the rotational Zeeman effect, that has been neglected here, might be already be as large as the electronic Zeeman splitting and can potentially lead to overlapping lines. We have assumed a Raman laser field with √ I 1 I 2 = 1 W focused to a waist of 12 µm with the Lamb-Dicke factor given in table 3 for Ca + as the logic ion. For the chosen experimental parameters the detection time is in the tens of milliseconds range. In an improved version of the detection scheme the required laser power and detection time can be substantially reduced by employing non-classical states, such as squeezed states [64] , Fock states [44] or Schrödinger cat states (where the motional state is entangled with the logic ion's internal state) [65] , that allow quantum-enhanced displacement sensing.
Interrogation
For homonuclear species the excitation of vibrational transitions is dipole-forbidden for single photons. However, driving the transitions with multi-photon or higher multipole excitations is possible. Recently, Carollo et al. [17] proposed to excite a vibrational overtone transition in oxygen with two photons from the same laser field. Here, we discuss an alternative approach, namely the single-photon quadrupole excitation and compare it to a two-photon dipole excitation.
Single photon quadrupole excitation
Direct excitation of a dipole-forbidden vibrational transition in a molecular ion has been demonstrated in N + 2 by Germann et al. [66] . They have performed spectroscopy on three components of the ν = 0 to ν = 1 transition with a quantum cascade laser in the midinfrared and detected loss of ions after state selective charge exchange reactions [54] . Transition rates for direct quadrupole excitation of different vibrational overtones, starting from ν = 0 are listed in table 4, for a spectroscopy laser with power of 1 W focussed to a waist of w = 10 µm. It was assumed that the transition was driven between m J = 1/2 and m J = 3/2 with σ + -polarized light and alignment of the laser along the quantization axis set by the magnetic field, which provides the largest transition rates. Transition rates for other states, polarizations and laser orientations are given in the appendix in figure C2 and C3. In section 2.1 it was shown that higher order overtone transitions are better suited for a test of a possible variation of m p /m e due to the larger involved energy splitting and the resulting reduction of statistical uncertainty. However, the transition rates drop drastically with increasing overtone order and reach the level of tens of Hz already for the ν = 0 to ν = 4 transition. This renders spectroscopy challenging considering the current imprecise knowledge of the transition frequencies.
The transitions with ν < 3 show reasonable transition rates for a broadband search of the transition frequency. However, for the corresponding wavelength range above 2 µm lasers with sufficient power are a technical challenge. Commercially available quantum cascade lasers, optical parametric oscillators, difference frequency generation or Cr:ZnSe lasers are possible sources for coherent spectroscopy light. Figure 9 . Comparison of excitation rates for two-photon dipole (blue lines) and singlephoton quadrupole excitation (red lines) of a vibrational transition with different final states ν . The intensity at the vertical blue line corresponds to a laser beam with 1 W power focussed to a waist of 10 µm.
Comparison to other excitation schemes
Carollo et al. [17] proposed to excite a vibrational overtone in 16 O + 2 by a two photon dipole transition. A major difference to the previously described single photon quadrupole transition is the different scaling of the excitation rate Ω with the laser intensity I. The quadrupole transition rate is proportional to √ I, whereas the twophoton transition scales linearly with I. Therefore, for each vibrational overtone a threshold intensity exists, where the coupling via the two-photon transition becomes stronger than the quadrupole coupling. Figure 9 shows the coupling strengths in dependence of the laser intensity for different vibrational overtones for both, the quadrupole and the two-photon transition. For the comparison, we have chosen (J = 1/2, m J = 1/2) as the initial state and (J = 5/2, m J = 3/2) (quadrupole) and (J = 5/2, m J = −3/2) (two-photon dipole) as the final state. These transitions provide the largest angular state couplings for the respective excitation schemes. The electronic and vibrational transition strength for the two-photon dipole transition was taken from reference [17] and complemented by the angular component of the transition moment, which is similar to the angular part of the transition moment for a Raman transition, that is derived in Appendix C.2. From the comparison, we can see that Rabi frequencies on the order of hundreds of hertz, which we consider sufficiently large for a broadband search of the transition frequency, require less power on the quadrupole transition for ν 3 and less power on the two-photon transition for ν 3. However, for precision Rabi spectroscopy, where low Rabi frequencies on the order of a few hertz are required the quadrupole transition requires less power than the two-photon transition which is advantageous to avoid light shifts.
Apart from the previously discussed excitation schemes, there are more exotic variants such as Raman transitions.
Raman transitions between vibrational transitions are a common tool for vibrational state manipulation [67, 68] in neutral molecules and have recently been demonstrated as a tool for precision spectroscopy of vibrational transitions [69] . Instead of driving the vibrational transition with two photons of the same frequency as proposed by Carollo et al. [17] , Raman transitions rely on two photons with different frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 . The difference frequency δ = ω 2 −ω 1 has to match the vibrational spacing ω ν . In comparison to a two-photon drive with ω 1 + ω 2 = ω ν , the scheme has the advantage, that near-resonant coupling to the electronically excited state A 2 Π can enhance the coupling by orders of magnitude by not only exploiting the static but also the dynamic polarizability of the involved states. However, in oxygen laser radiation of around 200 nm would be required to profit from near resonant coupling. Moreover, a small detuning would also result in enhanced off-resonant scattering that would remove the molecule from the initial quantum state and therefore from the spectroscopic cycle. We would like to note that our framework for calculating the transition strength for Raman transitions with far detuned laser beams would need to be modified to take into account the change of angular momentum coupling between the X 2 Π and A 2 Π states, if the detuning is reduce to below the splitting between the rotational states.
An alternative to the near resonant Raman drive is a far off-resonant Raman laser setup. Compared to a two-photon single frequency excitation, this approach offers the possibility to engineer a larger Lamb-Dicke factor, control ac-Stark shifts by tuning the polarization and achieve more flexibility in the choice of laser system at the expense of a more complex laser setup, involving phase locking the two Raman arms via a frequency comb.
Conclusion and discussion
In summary, we have proposed an experimental sequence for quantum logic spectroscopy of molecular 16 O + 2 ions. The proposal addresses both issues caused by the lack of cycling transitions, namely state preparation and state detection with quantum logic techniques. We have shown that despite the different electronic structure, the state preparation scheme that was developed and experimentally realized with CaH + by Chou et al. [2] can be applied to oxygen in a modified way. Complementary to the proposal by Carollo et al. [17] , where a two photon drive was suggested we have evaluated the direct single photon quadrupole excitation strength for vibrational overtones including also the angular part of the wave functions. Finally, we have theoretically developed a quantum logic-assisted state detection scheme that relies on resolving the rotational state dependent Zeeman splitting and is therefore not only applicable to the oxygen molecular ion's ground state. The detection scheme could also be applied to other rotational state dependent energy splittings such as the nuclear spin rotation coupling for example in 25 MgH + or 40 CaH + .
We would like to note that a successful implementation of quantum logic spectroscopy on molecular oxygen requires further experimental investigations, some of which we discuss in the following. Long averaging times of the overtone's transition frequency require an efficient ro-vibrational state-selective ionization process, which is currently under investigation in our group. Furthermore, inelastic rotational state-changing collisions between 16 O + 2 and residual background gas [70] can limit the available spectroscopy time. In case of strong mixing of rotational states by collisions, either technical measures to improve the vacuum conditions have to be taken, or active rotational state preparation as described in references [25, 24] has to be implemented. Also, excessive motional heating in the ion trap can hinder the state detection and preparation. Unwanted motional heating should be well below the anticipated motional excitation in the detection process which is on the order of 1 phonons 25 ms (= 40 phonons/s) which is frequently achieved in macroscopic ion traps even at room temperature. Once the vibrational overtone spectroscopy is operational, a detailed systematic shift analysis needs to be performed, verifying the theoretically predicted uncertainty [11, 17] . Repeated frequency comparisons with optical clocks using an optical frequency comb [71, 72] will then also allow establishing upper bounds on a possible variation of the fine structure constant and the proton-to-electron mass ratio [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] .
Therefore, the components T 1 0 ,T 1 −1 and T 1 1 of the laser field correspond to π, σ − and σ + polarization. For an electric field gradient of a plane wave it is
In the following, we will denote a spherical tensor component in the laboratory frame or in the molecule fixed frame with a p or q subscript, respectively. A spherical tensor in the laboratory fixed frame T k p (A) can be transformed to the molecular fixed frame using the k th rank Wigner rotation matrix D 
Appendix B. Zeeman interaction
The Zeeman Hamiltonian is given by [35] 
Since the electron's orbital angular momentum and spin are quantized in the moleculefixed frame their projections have to be rotated by Wigner rotation matrices in order to evaluate the matrix elements. The laboratory coordinate system is chosen such that the magnetic field is aligned with the laboratory fixed z-axis. For the first term of φ | H Z |φ we find
We can use Eq. A.10 with k = 1 and q = p = 0 φ | D and find
The electronic spin Zeeman effect can be handled similarly, while J is quantized with respect to the laboratory fixed magnetic field
Hence, the Zeeman energy shift can be written
In the second line we have assumed that the dipole moment lies along the internuclear axis, i.e. T 1 q (δ) = δ q,0 with the Kronecker delta δ i,j . This expression can be further evaluated [35] using |ψ = |Ω, J, m J and |φ = |Ω , J , m J to
We can identify the following selection rules from the 3-j Symbols: figure C1 ). The effective Hamiltonian is
The raised index for the single photon Rabi frequencies labels the associated laser beam. In the main text, Raman transitions are used in two different contexts. Firstly, for Zeeman state preparation, where the electronic-vibrational wave function of the initial and final state are equal, i.e.φ =ψ. In this context the detuning is assumed to be much larger than the energetic splittings in the excited state, therefore the detuning can be assumed to be constant and the basis for the excited state can be chosen independent of the actual angular momentum coupling case. In the case of near resonant Raman coupling the fact that the exited state follows Hund's case b) coupling has to be taken into account.
Appendix C.2.1. ac-Stark shift The ac-Stark shift can be expressed as a Raman transition where |φ = |ψ . For large detuning, the difference in frequency of the individual lasers is negligible, therefore we assume ω = ω 1 = ω 2 . We find where n is either 1 or 2 and denotes the individual Raman laser beams and ω 0 = ∆ + ω is the electronic transition frequency. Choosing the polarization of the individual Raman beams to be purely π in one beam and σ in the other, the ac-Stark shift can be made independent of m J by having twice as much power in the σ-beam compared to the π-beam. The resulting ac-Stark shift for large detuning is independent of the populated m J -state and reads ∆E AC = ξ |S ev (φ,ξ)E π | 2 ω 0 ω 2 − ω 2 0 (C.10)
Appendix C.3. Quadrupole transition moments
Analog to the examination of the single photon dipole transition, we can also infer a transition rate for quadrupole excitations in oxygen. The Rabi frequency associated with a quadrupole transition is given by
Considering a plane wave and assuming that the quadrupole moment lies along the internuclear axis, we can write T 2 p (∇E) = |E||k|T 2 p ( ) and T 2 p (Q(R)) = D For evaluation of the electronic-vibrational part of the transition quadrupole moment, S q ev = ∞ 0 χ * ν Q(R)χ ν dR, the quadrupole moment of the groundstate as a function of the internuclear distance was taken from reference [73] and the vibrational wave functions from Carollo et al. [17] . For the quadrupole moment, we interpolated the given values by a fourth-order polynomial fit. The rotational part of the quadrupole transition moment S q rot is given by S q rot = (−1) m J −Ω (2J + 1)(2J + 1) (C.15)
The resulting selection rules are
• ∆J = 0, ±1, ±2
• ∆Ω = 0
• ∆m J = p The two eigenstates of the σ x operator experience an oscillating force with opposite phase and their motional state is displaced in opposite directions in phase space. Acting on the motional ground state and a spin basis state the operator creates the state
which is equivalent to the Schrödinger cat state given in the main text. Experiments where this approach has been realized in atomic systems can be found in reference [65] or [74] , for instance.
